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At First Street Garden Inn in Ann Arbor,
Michigan, we’re always looking out for
our guests, both past and future. The
safety tips in the BuzzFeed article copied
below seemed like great information for
all women so we wanted to pass it on.
Read the article below or click on the link
to the original article in the footer or
article title. We hope this information
finds you safe and that you find it helpful. Don’t forget to check out numbers
8, 9, and 10, and our personal favorite, 14!

46 Incredibly Useful Safety Tips For Women Traveling Alone
Here’s what you need to know before traveling abroad solo.
posted on Apr. 9, 2015, at 11:24 a.m. Jessica Probus BuzzFeed Staff
Recently there’s been a huge increase in women traveling solo, both for pleasure and
for business.
Nikki Vargas, travel blogger at The Pin the Map Project, told BuzzFeed Life that her
solo traveling began as a way to venture into the world alone with her thoughts. “One
of the beautiful things about solo traveling is that you’re living life on your terms. It’s
empowering to get to learn about yourself and what you want and do that against the
backdrop of a beautiful country.”
So we asked the women of BuzzFeed what they do to feel safe when they’re traveling
abroad. And while many of these tips are great for any solo traveler, regardless of
gender, there are often real dangers that face a woman traveling alone that don’t
necessarily affect a man traveling alone to the same degree.

1. Crowdsource your research.
Sites like TripAdvisor, Hostelz, and Oyster often have reviews of both the actual hotel
and the neighborhood it’s in, so you can see which areas seem safe.
2. For Airbnb or couch surfing, only go places with A LOT of good reviews.

Note: This resource is a copy of an article on BuzzFeed. First Street Garden Inn is providing
this information as a service to our guests and cannot be held responsible for incorrect or
changing information or events arising out of the use of this information.
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Check the reviewers’ profiles to make sure they’re legit and have reviewed more than
just that one place.
3. Make a local friend.
There are lots of great networks to connect female travelers all around the world. You
can ask them about the customs and things to do in their area, or even make plans to
meet up.
Some we like:
The Travelettes
Go Girl Travel Network
Pink Pangea
4. Give someone back home your itinerary. At least one person who’s not traveling
with you should have a general idea of where you’ll be and when, in case something
goes wrong or they need to get in touch with you.
5. Take pictures of all your documents and put them on a locked site like DropBox
that you can access from any computer. Passport, IDs, ticket numbers, reservations,
etc. That way if you lose them AND your computer or phone, you won’t be totally
screwed.
6. International phone plans are worth it for emergencies. If you don’t want to spring
for a whole plan, at least pack a couple of international phone cards with you in case
you need them.
7. Consider travel insurance. Places like World Nomads provide travel insurance to
individuals, couples, or families to cover all manner of unexpected costs. For a
reasonable fee they will not only cover medical and dental emergencies, but also
reimburse you for lost baggage, trip cancellations, or delays, rental car damage, and
more.
8. Schedule a regular check-in with someone back home. Whether it’s via Skype or
WhatsApp or email. It’s a good safety precaution, and then you’ll also have an excuse to
gush about your adventures as they happen.
9. Register with the U.S. Department of State. If something noteworthy happens in the
country you’re in or at home, they will let you know ASAP. And download their Smart
Traveler app.
10. Register with the International Association for Medical Assistance to Travelers
(IAMAT). They’ll help you locate a nearby medical clinic with approved doctors where
they speak English.

Note: This resource is a copy of an article on BuzzFeed. First Street Garden Inn is providing
this information as a service to our guests and cannot be held responsible for incorrect or
changing information or events arising out of the use of this information.
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11. Pack light. Packing light can actually be a safety tip: Nothing says “rob me” like
someone wheeling four large bags along the side of a street. You’ll also be more mobile
with a smaller bag in case you need to move quickly.
12. Have hard copies of your itinerary and important phone numbers with you at all
times. This can include the number and location of your hotels, rental companies,
anyone you’re meeting, an emergency contact, and the closest U.S. Embassy.
13. Don’t keep all your money in one place. Keep some cash and a card on your
person and some in your bag and some back at your hotel.
14. Genius tip: Store your extra cash in the bottom of a tampon or pad box. No one’s
going to look in there!
15. Bring an external phone charger. This one has an LED flashlight too.
16. Try to dress like a local (or at least a long-time expat). It will prevent you from
getting a lot of unwanted attention. And if you don’t look like an obvious tourist, you
won’t be the first target for swindlers or pickpockets.
17. In some places, it helps to wear a fake wedding ring. The U.S. State Department
recommends single women traveling in the Middle East wear a wedding ring. In other
places, do some research about what other women traveling alone there have done.
18. Call ahead to see if your hostel or hotel has a locker or safe. If it doesn’t, bring a
bike-style lock and attach your things to something in your room.
19. Consider a slash-proof bag. Especially if you’re going to stay in hostels or other
group accommodations or you’re bringing expensive electronics like a computer or a
camera, a slash-proof bag will help you feel more comfortable leaving your belongings
while you go out and explore. It’s like a portable safe for all your stuff.
20. Bring a portable door or window alarm. These are cheap, easy ways to make any
accommodations feel safer. The door alarm is also a jamb that can make shared
bathrooms more private while you shower.
21. Pack a thin one-piece bathing suit. If you’re going to be in a protest or mob
situation that can get grabby, wearing this under your clothes is a simple step.
22. Carry a safety mechanism that you feel comfortable with. Mace (which you can’t
bring on the plane, but you can put in a checked bag) or a whistle or a cat keychain all
work for self defense, just in case.
23. Bring emergency contraception. In some countries it can be hard or impossible to
get. Even if you don’t think you’ll be sexually active while you’re there, it never hurts to
be prepared.
24. Bring a selfie stick! For those times when you don’t want to hand your camera or
phone to someone to snap a pic for you, the selfie stick will be your favorite tool.

Note: This resource is a copy of an article on BuzzFeed. First Street Garden Inn is providing
this information as a service to our guests and cannot be held responsible for incorrect or
changing information or events arising out of the use of this information.
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25. Keep two hotel keys with you — one in your bag and one on your person. That
way if your bag gets nabbed, you’re not locked out.
26. If you order room service or something from a hotel, never identify that you are
alone. If you have to, say the other person will “be right back,” or open the door only
partway.
27. Leave the DO NOT DISTURB sign on your door and the TV on when you leave
your hotel room. This will deter thieves, who will think there’s someone in there.
28. Befriend female hotel/hostel employees. Ask them for tips about getting around
the area and where NOT to go.
29. Have the address of your hotel or hostel written down to hand to taxi drivers.
Doesn’t hurt to do this for anywhere you’ll be taking a taxi if you don’t speak the
language.

30. Arrange a private transfer from the airport when you arrive, especially if you’re
arriving at night. If it’s in your budget, this can make getting your bearings easier.
31. If you’re listening to music, don’t wear both headphones. That way you can
always stay alert. You can also wear headphones with no music on as an excuse for not
listening to unwanted conversation and a way to eavesdrop and overhear anything
sketchy that might be going on.
32. If you get lost, don’t look at your phone or a map in the middle of the street.
Just duck into a café or shop and check there.
33. Spring for a GPS if you’re renting a car. Looking at a map or your phone in an
unfamiliar place is dangerous and time-consuming.
34. If you’re driving, fill up your gas tank when it’s half full to avoid running low
when you’re in a sketchy area (or a place with no gas at all).
35. Take your bag with you to the bathroom every time, even on buses and trains.
36. Always go in a train car that has other people in it. On buses or trains, sit close to
the front and close to other women.
37. Don’t sleep on trains. And don’t take night trains alone if you can help it.
Note: This resource is a copy of an article on BuzzFeed. First Street Garden Inn is providing
this information as a service to our guests and cannot be held responsible for incorrect or
changing information or events arising out of the use of this information.
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38. Build a financial cushion into your budget so you can take cabs when you feel
unsafe walking.
39. Snap a picture of your cab’s license plate before you get in it. Both for safety and
also in case you leave something in it: Having the license number makes it much easier
to track down.
40. When you’re in a car or walking home, make a real (or fake) phone call to say
“Yep, I’m almost there. I’ll be there by XXX” so the driver thinks you are meeting
someone at your destination. Even if you’re not.
41. Track your cab via Google Maps so you can tell if you’re going off route.
42. If you stop to buy tickets or anything where your attention is away, put your bag
between your legs or in between your body and the counter instead of beside you.
That way it’s harder to swipe.

43. Drink in moderation. Know your limits. Keep your wits about you while you’re
having fun.
44. Talk to lots of people! If you’re out and on a tour, or walking around, talk to
people and get a sense for what’s happening and where. Plus making friends is the best
way to see cool things you wouldn’t find on your own.
45. If you get in a situation where you feel alone and unsafe, start telling stories using
“we” about your (real or imaginary) significant other. It creates a sense of partnership
and security.
46. Don’t feel guilty about saying no to anything. It’s OK to turn down help with your
bags, an invitation to dinner, a shot of vodka from a guy named Boris. Don’t be afraid to
be rude if it means feeling safe. And trust your instincts about when to accept help.
Sometimes a male escort is a good way to feel safe, and there are plenty of nice
strangers who are willing and able to help you.

Note: This resource is a copy of an article on BuzzFeed. First Street Garden Inn is providing
this information as a service to our guests and cannot be held responsible for incorrect or
changing information or events arising out of the use of this information.

